Common and specific effects of TIE2 mutations causing venous malformations
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Abstract

Venous malformations (VMs) are localized defects in vascular morphogenesis frequently caused by mutations in the gene for the endothelial tyrosine kinase receptor TIE2. Here, we report the analysis of a comprehensive collection of 22 TIE2 mutations identified in patients with VM, either as single amino acid substitutions or as double-mutations on the same allele. Using endothelial cell (EC) cultures, mouse models and ultrastructural analysis of tissue biopsies from patients, we demonstrate common as well as mutation-specific cellular and molecular features, on the basis of which mutations cluster into categories that correlate with data from genetic studies. Comparisons of double-mutants with their constituent single-mutant forms identified the pathogenic contributions of individual changes, and their compound effects. We find that defective receptor trafficking and subcellular localization of different TIE2 mutant forms occur via a variety of mechanisms, resulting in attenuated response to ligand. We also demonstrate, for the first time, that TIE2 mutations cause chronic activation of the MAPK pathway resulting in loss of normal EC monolayer due to extracellular matrix (ECM) fibronectin deficiency and leading to upregulation of plasminogen/plasmin proteolytic pathway. Corresponding EC and ECM irregularities are observed in affected tissues from mouse models and patients. Importantly, an imbalance between plasminogen activators versus inhibitors would also account for high d-dimer levels, a major feature of unknown cause that distinguishes VMs from other vascular anomalies.

Introduction

Venous malformations (VMs) are slow-flow, non-proliferative vascular anomalies, most often located on skin and mucosa. Lesions are present at birth and grow proportionately with the individual. They can become extensive causing chronic complications such as pain, bleeding, disfigurement, functional impairment and local thrombosis (1). Available therapies are sclerotherapy and surgical resection; however, both are invasive and often ineffective as lesions tend to recur (2). Here, we tackle two major obstacles to the development of targeted, molecular therapies: limited understanding of disease mechanisms, and lack of appropriate model systems for VM research.

About 50% of VMs are associated with mutations in the gene for the endothelial receptor tyrosine kinase TIE2 (TEK) (3,4). Mutations are located in exons 15, 17, 22 and 23, encoding the intracellular tyrosine kinase, kinase insert and carboxyl-terminal tail domains.
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Results

TIE2 mutations show both common and mutation-specific effects on TIE2 activation, cellular distribution and downstream signaling

We investigated the effects of 22 inherited and sporadic TIE2 mutations (Fig. 1) in retrovirally transduced human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). Angiopoietin-1 (Ang1) ligand-binding by wild-type (WT) TIE2 induces its subcellular translocation and activation, with cell compartment-specific effects on downstream signaling (13–15). We therefore compared the effects of mutations on TIE2 trafficking. Table 1 shows a comparison of subcellular location and activation of TIE2 mutations, and Supplementary Material, Figure S1 shows representative confocal microscopy images.

In the absence of added ligand, partial TIE2 retention in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) was observed in the case of the most common somatic mutation L914F. Three out of four Y897 double-mutations, but no other TIE2 form, showed low TIE2 immunostaining intensity at the plasma membrane. Accumulation and ligand-independent phosphorylation in an inappropriate compartment, namely the Golgi, was observed with 13 of 22 mutations (including L914F), thus representing a common alteration from the WT state.

In sparsely plated ECs, Ang1-ligand stimulates TIE2 translocation and activation in the cell rear and in retraction fibers, which may represent former cell-matrix adhesion sites (14,15). With 11 of 22 mutations, we observed abnormally high phospho-TIE2 staining in these compartments in the presence of Ang1, indicating that enhancement of ligand-induced TIE2 activation in the cell–ECM interface is a fairly common feature. In contacting cells Ang1 induces rapid clustering, translocation and phosphorylation of TIE2 in cell–cell junctions (13,14). In 11 mutated TIE2-transduced HUVECs, Ang1-induced receptor clustering and translocation was incomplete, indicating a common defect in ligand-regulated translocation. These included 8 (of the 13) mutant forms that showed Golgi retention in the absence of ligand, indicating that access to ligand may contribute to this effect.

The degree of TIE2 ligand-independent tyrosine phosphorylation (P-Tyr) in HUVEC lysates varied strongly between mutant forms (Supplementary Material, Table S1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S2): ten mutations showed mild (<5), four mutations moderate (5–10) and six mutations high TIE2 P-Tyr (>10 times over TIE2-WT). Seven mutations showed attenuated response to Ang1; in these cells, Ang1 either failed to increase P-Tyr when compared with the corresponding unstimulated mutant cells, or the fold increase in phosphorylation was low (less than 1.5-fold). In terms of increase in TIE2 P-Tyr, only five mutants responded to Ang1 stimulatory effect as did TIE2-WT.

Ang1-mediated activation of TIE2 induces activation of Akt and Erk1/2 (13,16,17), and we next investigated mutation-induced, ligand-independent Akt and Erk phosphorylation. Increases in P-Akt (Ser473) and P-Erk1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204) were observed to varying degrees (Supplementary Material, Table S1 and Fig. S2). In general, increases in Akt and Erk phosphorylation reflected TIE2 autoactivation states; however, some deviating responses were also observed: TIE2 P-Tyr was low in A925S and T1105N, but increased Erk (A925S) and both Akt and Erk activation (T1105N) were nevertheless observed. Surprisingly, R1099X, which lacks the C-terminal Tyr-residues implicated in Ang1-induced TIE2/Akt signaling (18,19), induced relatively high TIE2 P-Tyr and P-Akt, but lower P-Erk.

They result in amino acid changes or C-terminal premature stop codons and can occur either singly or as double-mutations on the same allele (3,4). All identified TIE2 mutations increase TIE2 autophosphorylation when expressed in cultured cells (3–7). The autophosphorylation state is highly variable, however, and no correlation between disease severity, number or location of lesions and TIE2 activation state has been observed. This suggests that TIE2 substitutions cause qualitative rather than simply quantitative changes in cellular signaling. We investigated these changes by systematically and comprehensively comparing 22 quantitative changes in cellular signaling. We investigated these

The autophosphorylation state is highly variable, however, and TIE2 autophosphorylation when expressed in cultured cells (3 based on Shewchuk et al. (8) and Uniprot-database.

Figure 1. TIE2 primary structure, heredity and locations of mutations studied. Germline mutations are underlined and somatic mutations found in lesions in bold. Double-mutations (disease-causative) are listed on the left. Single mutations (normal font) constituting the double hit mutations are thought to be predisposing. In addition, the common germline R849W is proposed to need a somatic second-hit to cause VMs (4). TIE2 domain amino acid numbers (framed) based on Shewchuk et al. (8) and Uniprot-database.
When double-mutations and their constitutive single mutations were compared, both similarities and differences were evident. In the case of Y897S–S917I, Y897H–R915C and Y897C–R915C, the effects of the single mutations on TIE2 phosphorylation were compounded by their combination. In Y897F–R915L, T1105N–T1106P and T1105N–G1115X, in contrast, no significant increase in autoactivation state was observed when compared with the more strongly phosphorylated constituent single mutation (R915L, T1106P and G1115X), suggesting that an increase in TIE2 phosphorylation is not sufficient to transform a single mutation into a disease-causative double-mutation. Instead, disease-causative forms (i.e. mutations found in VM-lesions) caused defective TIE2 receptor clustering and translocation in response to Ang1 more often (8 out of 12, 67%) than mutations not found in lesions alone (3 out of 10, 30%), i.e. R849W and double-hit constituting single mutations.

Taken together, the different mutations show diverse effects in terms of ligand-independent TIE2 phosphorylation in cell lysates, increase in phosphorylation in response to activating Ang1 ligand, TIE2 trafficking, subcellular localization and down-stream signaling. Overall, TIE2 trafficking (the subcellular site of activation and/or ligand-induced receptor clustering and translocation) was abnormal in most cases (21 out of 22 mutations, 95%), likely hampering normal ligand-regulated TIE2 signaling in specific cell compartments (13,14).

Defective glycosylation and abnormal intracellular clustering, but not increased phosphorylation, may contribute to intracellular retention of TIE2-L914F

To identify molecular mechanisms for the intracellular retention of mutated TIE2, we investigated the roles of phosphorylation, glycosylation and intracellular dimerization/clustering, previously implicated in altered receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) trafficking through the secretory pathway (20–25).

We first studied the contribution of increased phosphorylation by combining the most common TIE2 VM mutation, L914F, with a kinase-inactivating mutation K855R (26) allowing for the analysis of L914F in the absence of mutation-induced TIE2 P-Tyr. This indicated that L914F retention is not phosphorylation-dependent, as Golgi accumulation was observed with the L914F–K855R construct (Fig. 2A and B).

N-linked glycosylation, which regulates protein trafficking, is a common post-translational modification in the maturation of many RTKs. Glycosylation analysis of L914F revealed a predominant endoglycosidase H (Endo-H) sensitive (immature precursor) form (27) when compared with TIE2-WT, indicating that L914F is less efficiently processed into mature, Endo H-resistant glycoprotein (Fig. 2C).

Premature dimerization of insulin receptors leads to less efficient maturation and intracellular retention of dimeric or aggregated receptors (24). In addition, bimolecular fluorescence complementation assays in transfected HEK293T cells indicate that TIE2-R849W may ligand-independently form dimers more efficiently than TIE2-WT (28). To investigate if prematurely clustered TIE2 shows intracellular retention, we co-expressed TIE2-WT and Ang-1 ligand in HUVECs. This caused TIE2 retention and activation in the Golgi, similar to L914F. Golgi retention was not observed, however, with a designed dimeric TIE2-WT_Fc fusion protein (Fig. 2E and F).

Collectively, these results suggested that inefficient glycosylation but not increased P-Tyr may contribute to the intracellular retention of TIE2-L914F. It is possible that premature clustering contributes to defective trafficking; however, dimeric TIE2-WT_Fc fusion protein was able to exit the Golgi.

Increased protein turnover rate reduces levels of plasma membrane-localized Y897 double-mutants

A qualitatively distinct effect observed in Y897F–R915L, Y897H–R915C and Y897S–S917I expressing HUVECs was that double-mutations showed relatively low plasma membrane immunostaining when compared with the single constituent mutations (Table 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). To investigate why, we transduced HUVECs with bicistronic TIE2-WT- or Y897F–R915L-ires-GFP constructs, allowing for normalization of TIE2
transfection efficiency with simultaneously expressed GFP. In the absence of Ang1-ligand, the amount of TIE2 (normalized to GFP) in Y897F-R915L transduced HUVECs was about half that in TIE2-WT-transduced cells (Fig. 3A). Stimulation of TIE2-WT-HUVECs with Ang1 reduced TIE2 amount by 36%, probably due to internalization as previously described (29). Interestingly, this decrease was not observed in Y897F-R915L cells (Fig. 3A). To investigate the amount of TIE2 on the plasma membrane where binding to Ang1-ligand occurs, plasma membrane protein fractions were extracted in a biotinylation experiment (Fig. 3B). Plasma membrane-localized Y897F-R915L was found to be 63% less than TIE2-WT. To compare Y897F-R915L protein and mRNA levels to TIE2-WT and the single substitutions Y897F and R915L, HUVECs were transfected with the respective bicistronic TIE2-IRES-GFP forms, selected for GFP using FACS, and assessed for TIE2 expression by western blotting and qPCR (Fig. 3C). The TIE2 protein/mRNA ratio was strongly diminished in the case of Y897F-R915L, but not the single-mutants. Inhibition of protein synthesis using cycloheximide (Fig. 3D) caused a significantly greater decrease in Y897F-R915L than in TIE2-WT, indicating accelerated turnover of double-mutated TIE2. Comparisons of Y897F-R915L with the single constituent Y897F and R915L forms showed a trend for an additive effect.

Previous studies have suggested that TIE2 signaling can be downregulated by shedding of the extracellular domain of the receptor in an Akt phosphorylation-dependent mechanism (30,31).
Figure 3. Supplemental mutations accelerate TIE2 degradation at the plasma membrane. (A) HUVECs were transduced with bicistronic TIE2-IRES-GFP, left unstimulated or stimulated with Ang1 for 30 min and lysed. TIE2 and GFP were analyzed in western blot and signal intensities were quantified. In non-stimulated Y897F-R915L expressing cells, the total amount of TIE2 protein is reduced. Ang1-stimulation reduced TIE2 amount in TIE2-WT, but not in Y897F-R915L. **P < 0.01, n = 12, means ± SD; NS, non-significant in two tailed t-test. (B) Plasma membrane located protein fractions were extracted in a biotinylation experiment, amounts of TIE2 and VE-Cadherin (as a control) were compared in western blot, and signal intensities were quantified. The plasma membrane located Y897F-R915L is less than in TIE2-WT (**P < 0.01 in two tailed t-test, n = 10). (C) HUVECs were transfected with bicistronic TIE2-IRES-GFP, TIE2 protein (left) and mRNA (middle) were quantified in western blot and quantitative PCR and protein/mRNA ratio was calculated (right). Y897F-R915L protein (**P < 0.05 versus TIE2-WT in ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test) but not mRNA is reduced. Single mutations show a trend for additive effect for diminished protein/mRNA ratio. (D) Protein synthesis was inhibited using cycloheximide and total protein was collected in the indicated time-points, and measured in TIE2 ELISA. In R915L and Y897F-R915L, the TIE2 protein amount decreased faster than in TIE2-WT. *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01 in ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test; means ± SD, n = 2–4 independent experiments run in duplicates. (E) Amount of soluble TIE2 in the conditioned medium was measured in TIE2 ELISA from HUVECs expressing TIE2 forms indicated and normalized to TIE2 amount in corresponding cell lysates and total protein concentration. Amount of shed TIE2 increases in Y897F-R915L and in R915L when compared with TIE2-WT (TIE2-WT set to 1.0, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 versus TIE2-WT and *P < 0.05 versus Y897F in ANOVA followed by the Tukey’s post hoc test, n = 4).
We found that the amount of soluble TIE2 was elevated in conditioned medium from Y897F-R915L and R915L transduced HUVECs compared with TIE2-WT (Fig. 3E), suggesting that TIE2 shedding may be one mechanism causing decreased TIE2 protein at the cell surface, hampering extracellular ligand-controlled functions.

**TIE2 mutations cause a kinase activity-dependent loss of endothelial cobblestone morphology**

Microscopic analysis of mutated TIE2 expressing HUVECs revealed a highly elongated and overlapping cell morphology, clearly distinct from the typical cuboidal cobblestone morphology characteristics of normal, confluent ECs (Fig. 4A). The alteration in morphology was observed to varying degrees in all mutants analyzed (Supplementary Material, Fig. S3), with a positive correlation between the strength of TIE2 autoactivation and the severity of the morphological change (Fig. 4A). To investigate the role of increased TIE2 phosphorylation in altering the EC monolayer, we combined Y897F-R915L with the kinase-inactivating mutation K855R in cis. In HUVECs transduced with this construct, cell monolayer morphology was restored to the typical endothelial cobblestone appearance (Fig. 4B), indicating that perturbation of the EC monolayer is dependent on TIE2 kinase activity. Prolonged stimulation of TIE2-WT HUVECs with Ang1 did not however induce loss of the cobblestone pattern (Fig. 4C), indicating that the perturbed monolayer is not due to chronic activation of normal TIE2 signaling, but represents a mutation-specific effect. Live cell imaging of TIE2-WT HUVECs revealed a parallel mode of cell migration, with reduced cell motility in confluent cell islets that formed a typical cobblestone layer. In striking contrast, in mutated TIE2 HUVECs, random cell migration was evident, with elongated, overlapping cells that fail to form a cobblestone pattern (Supplementary Material, Movie S1).

**Loss of endothelial cobblestone pattern results from activation of the MAPK signaling pathway and loss of ECM FN**

Loss of EC cobblestone morphology was found to be common alteration to all disease-causing TIE2 mutations. To investigate if mutant TIE2-induced Akt or Erk1/2 signaling contribute to this defect, we tested pharmacological inhibitors of PI3K/Akt (LY294002) and Mek1/Erk1/2 (PD98059). Erk1/2 inhibition was sufficient to restore the monolayer morphology of Y897F-R915L HUVECs (Fig. 5A) while Akt inhibition had no clear effect, alone or in combination with Erk1/2 inhibition.

Previous studies have indicated that TIE2/Ang signaling controls EC–ECM interplay (13–15,32,33). In addition, alterations in endothelial ECM composition, including autocrine FN (34), can induce a cellular morphology that closely resembles what we observe with TIE2 mutants. In cultured cells, FN synthesis and ECM deposition are coupled to the establishment of cell–cell junctions and cell cleavage (35,36). In order to investigate if the aberrant monolayer morphology is accompanied by altered FN, amounts of FN protein were analyzed at different stages of cell cleavage in cellular and acellular (ECM only) fractions (Fig. 5B and Supplementary Material, Fig. S4A). This revealed that ECM FN, but not cellular FN, was diminished when Y897F-R915L reached confluence and practically lost at later stages of confluence. In line with western blotting result, immunostaining (Fig. 5C) showed abundant FN fibrils in the TIE2-WT ECM. In Y897F-R915L, in contrast, FN staining in the ECM was extremely weak and fragmented, with most of the signal located in the cells, possibly representing newly synthesized protein. Reduced ECM FN protein was also observed in the most common somatic (L914F) and germline (R849W) mutations, indicating a common defect (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4B). Reduced ECM FN protein, however, did not correlate with its mRNA level (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4C), suggesting increased FN protein degeneration and/or decreased ECM deposition.

To determine whether diminished FN causes loss of normal EC monolayer morphology, FN was knocked down in TIE2-WT HUVECs. This resulted in loss of cobblestone morphology (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4D) closely resembling that of the TIE2-mutant monolayer phenotype. Finally, to confirm that normalization of Y897F-R915L monolayer morphology (Fig. 5A and B) by Erk1/2 inhibition was accompanied by increased FN, the ECM fraction of Erk-inhibited Y897F-R915L HUVECs was analyzed (Fig. 5D). Inhibition of Erk efficiently increased ECM FN levels in the mutant TIE2 expressing HUVECs, but did not significantly increase FN mRNAs.

**Mutant TIE2 forms activate proteolytic activity of the plasminogen system**

We assessed for potential proteolytic pathways activated by mutant-induced Erk signaling, using a fibrin gel model for angiogenesis (37). In fibrin gels, TIE2-WT EC spheroids showed sprouting activity and a low increase in volume during culture (Supplementary Material, Movie S2). In striking contrast, mutant EC spheroids expanded radically to form large thin-walled structures with few sprouts (Supplementary Material, Movie S3). When spheroid areas were measured after 16 h, Y897F-R915L showed markedly larger structures, while Y897F and R915L alone had milder effects (Fig. 6A). The expansion of mutant spheroids was completely blocked by the serine protease inhibitor aprotinin. Urokinase type plasminogen activator (uPA) and tissue type plasminogen activator (tPA), mRNA levels of both of which were strongly upregulated in Y897F-R915L cells, represent potentially relevant targets of aprotinin action; inversely, plasminogen inhibitor 1 (PAI-1) was downregulated (Fig. 6B). Comparisons of Y897F-R915L with the single constituent Y897F and R915L showed a strong synergistic effect on uPA and tPA mRNA increase. Dysregulation of plasminogen activators and PAI-1 was dependent on mutant-TIE2-induced MAPK activity, because a Mek1/Erk1/2 inhibitor (PD98059) normalized expression of uPA, diminished tPA expression to near normal levels and increased PAI-1 expression (Fig. 6C). tPA, uPA and PAI-1 mRNA levels were also dysregulated in the most common somatic L914F (PAI-1: 15.3 ± 3.5%). tPA increased strongly by 10-fold in L914F cells, while in Y897F-R915L, tPA increased by 3.5-fold, indicating a common change.

**Ultrastructural analysis of lesions shows VM-characteristic changes in perivascular ECM and EC morphology**

In cultured HUVECs, we observed a prominent change in endothelial cell morphology, loss of ECM FN and an increase in the extracellular plasmin protease system in response to TIE2 mutations. To investigate EC morphology and ECM in VM lesions, biopsies from patients carrying Y897F-R915L and L914F were investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 7) and focused ion beam and scanning electron microscopy.
Figure 4. Expression of mutant TIE2 leads to loss of endothelial cobblestone monolayer morphology depending on increase in kinase activity. (A) HUVECs transfected with TIE2-WT or mutant forms indicated were cultured to late confluence and imaged using phase contrast microscopy (left). WT cobblestone morphology is lost in variable degree in mutant TIE2 expressing ECs showing elongated cellular structures locating on top of adjacent ECs (arrows in L914F inset). Immunoprecipitation (IP) and western blot (WB) analysis of total cell lysates of TIE2 forms indicated and the frequency of cellular extensions quantified from microscopy images. (B) IP and WB analysis of total cell lysates from transduced HUVECs. K855R abrogated mutant TIE2 kinase activity and in combination with double-mutation Y897F-R915L restored the cobblestone monolayer morphology. (C) Prolonged stimulation with TIE2 activating Ang1-ligand did not alter TIE2-WT or mutant monolayer morphology. NS, non-significant and ***P < 0.001 versus other cell lines in ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, means ± SD; n = 3. Scale bar 100 μm.
Figure 5. Loss of EC cobblestone morphology results from MAPK signaling pathway dependent loss of ECM FN. (A) TIE2-WT and Y897F-R915L HUVECs were cultured without (Ctrl) or with Erk inhibitor (Erk-i) for 7 days. Erk-i diminishes Erk phosphorylation to TIE2-WT level (left) and restores the cobblestone morphology close to WT (right). **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 versus TIE2-WT or Erk-i treated Y897F-R915L; *P < 0.05 versus Erk-i treated Y897F-R915L or TIE2-WT Ctrl, n = 7. (B) Cells were lysed and total FN protein (containing both cellular and ECM FN) or acellular (ECM) fractions were analyzed in western blot at indicated dates and increased cell confluence (Supplementary Material, Fig. S4A). Representative western blot and quantification of the data is shown. *P < 0.05 in two-tailed t-test ECM versus cellular fraction, means + SD, n = 2. (C) HUVECs were plated for 7 days on gelatin-coated cover classes and FN produced by the cultured cells was stained in intact HUVECs (cells and ECM) and in acellular ECM fraction after removal of the cells using alkaline lysis. In TIE2-WT ordered fibrillar FN strands are evident (arrows). In contrast in Y897F-R915L majority of FN staining is observed within the cells while in the ECM fraction no FN fibrils are stained. Oval structures are nuclei (DAPI, arrow head). (D) Pharmacological inhibition of Erk normalizes FN protein level which is not explained by the FN mRNA expression. *P < 0.05 versus Y897F-R915L, Ctrl and Erk-i, n = 4. (A and D) ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, means + SD. Scale bars; A, 100 μm; C, 25 μm.
When compared with nonaffected tissue adjacent to VM lesions (Fig. 7A) and tissues from healthy volunteer donors (Fig. 7E), EC lining in VMs (Fig. 7B–D and F–H) was found to be uneven and characterized by cellular elongations. In ECs where normal endothelial morphology was lost, ultrastructural characterization revealed an increase in EC cytoskeletal filaments, which were not correctly aligned within the cells. In addition, profound changes in the perivascular ECM were observed. These included a very wide layer of basement membrane (BM) material resembling ECM, with randomly oriented and isolated collagen fibrils and erratically distributed smooth muscle cells (SMCs). In focal areas, multilayered BM structures were evident and often occurred with groups of abnormally aggregated perivascular cells. These data indicate that TIE2 mutations cause profound alterations in EC shape and perivascular ECM in patients, as in retrovirally transduced HUVECs.

**Spheroid-based endothelial cell transplantation in mice recapitulates pathognomonic features of VM lesions and reveals mutation-specific effects**

We next tested the capacity of mutated TIE2 expressing HUVECs to form lesions in vivo in a VM mouse model. Previous genetic studies (4,5,7) have suggested that certain TIE2 substitutions have a predisposing rather than disease-causing effect, i.e. these mutations

(FIB-SEM) for 3D reconstruction (Supplementary Material, Movies S4 and S5). When compared with nonaffected tissue adjacent to VM lesions (Fig. 7A) and tissues from healthy volunteer donors (Fig. 7E), EC lining in VMs (Fig. 7B–D and F–H) was found to be uneven and characterized by cellular elongations. In ECs where normal endothelial morphology was lost, ultrastructural characterization revealed an increase in EC cytoskeletal filaments, which were not correctly aligned within the cells. In addition, profound changes in the perivascular ECM were observed. These included a very wide layer of basement membrane (BM) material resembling ECM, with randomly oriented and isolated collagen fibrils and erratically distributed smooth muscle cells (SMCs). In focal areas, multilayered BM structures were evident and often occurred with groups of abnormally aggregated perivascular cells. These data indicate that TIE2 mutations cause profound alterations in EC shape and perivascular ECM in patients, as in retrovirally transduced HUVECs.

**Spheroid-based endothelial cell transplantation in mice recapitulates pathognomonic features of VM lesions and reveals mutation-specific effects**

We next tested the capacity of mutated TIE2 expressing HUVECs to form lesions in vivo in a VM mouse model. Previous genetic studies (4,5,7) have suggested that certain TIE2 substitutions have a predisposing rather than disease-causing effect, i.e. these mutations
are detected in combination with other mutations. We therefore compared double-mutation Y897F-R915L with the constituent single mutations Y897F and R915L. In addition, we included inherited R849W (that requires a somatic second-hit to cause cutaneous-mucosal VM (4)) and somatic L914F (that causes >80% of sporadic TIE2-positive VMs). For comparison, we included T1105N-T1106P and Y897C-R915C double-mutations.

Based on macroscopic examination, vascularized plugs closely resembled human VM lesions (Fig. 8A and B and Supplementary Material, Fig. S5) and in histological sections, pathognomonic Figure 7. TEM analysis of human VM lesions reveals aberrant perivascular ECM and changes in EC morphology and cytoskeleton. (A) Electron micrograph of a normal sized vein (ileum) from healthy tissue adjacent to localized VM lesion shows even endothelium (arrowheads), SMCs (thick white arrows) closely located and aligned with ECs and organized fibrillar collagen matrix (Col) and fibroblasts (white thin arrow). (B–D) Ultrastructural characterization of abnormally enlarged Y897F-R915L vessels (ileum) reveals (B) uneven endothelium (EC, arrowheads) containing cellular extensions and randomly distributed SMCs (thick white arrows). (C) Higher magnification reveals an increase in intermediate filaments in EC cytoskeleton (black arrow) and (D) abnormally thick basement membrane resembling amorphous perivascular matrix (ECM). (E) Skin biopsy of a healthy person and (F–H) VM lesion from the lip. In control endothelium (EC, arrowheads) is relatively even, SMCs are closely aligned (thick white arrows) to ECs and the perivascular fibrillar collagen matrix (Col) is clearly distinguishable. In a L914F VM biopsy endothelium is uneven (F, arrowheads), SMCs (thick white arrows) are disordered, and there is an increase in cytoskeletal filaments randomly oriented through the cytoplasm (G, black arrow). (H) Analysis of perivascular matrix reveals randomly oriented sparse collagen fibrils (black arrowheads) and abnormally multilayered BMs (dashed arrows), likely produced by focally accumulated and misaligned SMCs.
Figure 8. VM lesion growth in a mouse transplantation assay. (A) VM lesion on the tongue of a patient and (B) vascularized plug from EC-spheroid implanted mouse. Vascular structures in a mouse model macroscopically resemble human VM lesions. (C) Transplanted human-derived mutant ECs (red) were distinguished from mouse host vasculature (green) using species-specific CD31 antibodies. Scale bar 100 μm. (D and E) Immunohistochemical staining of sections from vascularized TIE2-WT and Y897F-R915L plugs using endothelial anti-human CD31 antibodies (hCD31) with nuclear staining with hematoxylin. When compared with the capillary-sized vessels in WT, vascular lesions showed a pathognomonic increase in vessel size (white arrows) and patchy perivascular cells (black arrows indicating nuclei). Scale bar 100 μm. (F) Maximal vessel area was quantified from histological sections. Two biggest vessels/sections were imaged and area measured using ImageJ. Double-mutated TIE2 expressing HUVECs formed notably large structures, displayed in the graph on the right (note different y-axis scaling for single and double-mutants). 25th quartile, median, 75th quartile (box), average (square), 5th and 95th percentile (whiskers) and outliers (dot) are shown. P < 0.001 in Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance (all groups in both graphs included). Pairwise comparisons were performed with Mann–Whitney U-test and thresholds of significant P-values were adjusted with Bonferroni correction for 36 pairwise comparisons. n = 13–54, each vessel was counted as an observation. Mouse host ECs formed capillary-sized vessels and were smaller than in other groups (**P < 0.01). R915L, L914F and double-mutants formed statistically significantly larger vessels than TIE-WT (**P < 0.001) and Y897F-R915L showed a clear enlargement in vessel size compared with single constituent mutations (**P < 0.01 versus Y897F, ***P < 0.001 versus R915L). Other double-mutations induced similar vessel enlargement (**P < 0.001, *P < 0.05 versus single mutations). NS, statistically non-significant.
nuclei/100 μm²). When no HUVEC spheroids were added to plugs, capillary-sized vessels derived from the mouse host vasculature were formed. TIE2-WT HUVECs formed relatively small-sized vessels (maximum cross-sectional area, 5169 μm²; median value, 404 μm²). In addition, TIE2-WT vascular structures showed little variation in EC morphology, and mouse-derived SMCs were aligned closely with the vessels and formed a single layer. Filaments in the TIE2-WT EC cytoskeleton were not prominent and were mostly aligned parallel to the longitudinal axis of the cells (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6A).

R849W (maximum cross-sectional area, 20861 μm², median 1313 μm²) contained some abnormally enlarged vessels when compared with the TIE2-WT. Ultrastructure showed patchy SMC layering, and relatively mildly affected EC morphology and close-to-normal perivascular ECM (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6E). In L914F, vessel enlargement was more pronounced (maximum cross-sectional area, 35984 μm²; median 3865 μm²) and ultrastructure showed patchy SMC layering, prominent EC cytoskeleton and multilayered BMs (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6F).

When single constituent mutations (Y897F, R915L) were compared with the resulting Y897F-R915L double-mutation, a clear enlargement in vessel area was evident (60 times as large as constituent single mutation, median 115548 μm²), indicating a synergistic effect. EC morphology was more severely altered in the double-mutant, showing an irregular appearance. Perivascular cells were not correctly aligned with the vessels; instead, they were either focally absent or present in multiple disordered layers (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6D). In the perivascular ECM, isolated and randomly oriented collagen fibers and abnormally wide BM-like material were evident, closely resembling changes observed in the Y897F-R915L positive VM biopsy from a patient (Fig. 7B–D). Y897F alone resulted in a relatively small increase in vessel size (maximum cross-sectional area, 9792 μm²; median 904 μm²) and showed focal areas of patchy SMCs (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6B). R915L resulted in larger vessel size (maximum cross-sectional area, 44758 μm²; median 1839 μm²), patchy SMC covering, higher variation in EC morphology and some changes in the perivascular ECM (thick BM-like material, with some isolated and randomly oriented collagen fibers) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6C). As in Y897F-R915L, a high capacity to form VM lesions was also observed with the other double-mutants tested, T1105N-T1106P and Y897C-R915C (Fig. 8F and Supplementary Material, Fig. S5).

To investigate the cellular mechanisms that may relate to the growth of abnormally enlarged vessels, we measured cell length, and the extent of apoptosis and proliferation in TIE2-WT and Y897F-R915L vascular structures using TEM micrographs and immunohistological staining, respectively. In previous publications, common germline (R849W) and somatic (L914F) TIE2 mutations were found to increase EC resistance to apoptosis but not induce cell proliferation in culture (6,38). In line with these results, in Y897F-R915L-containing vascular structures, we observed p53-positive nuclei less frequently than in TIE2-WT (1.05 ± 0.47 nuclei/100 μm² versus 1.63 ± 0.61 nuclei/100 μm², means ± SD, n = 20, P < 0.01, two-tailed t-test), without an increase in cell proliferation (0.55 ± 0.32 Ki67 positive nuclei/100 μm² versus 0.59 ± 0.52 nuclei/100 μm², means ± SD, n = 20, P = 0.79). In Y897F-R915L-containing vessels, ECs (22.3 ± 16.3 μm, n = 61) were twice as long as in TIE2-WT vessels (11.0 ± 7.23 μm, n = 68, P < 0.001). EC elongation may contribute to increased vessel diameter of VM lesions in the absence of EC proliferation, as proposed for enlarged vessels in arteriovenous malformations (39); it may also be secondary to loss of ECM support.

**Discussion**

VMs are pathological errors of vascular morphogenesis. About 50% of the lesions are TIE2 mutation positive (4,5,7). Common to all TIE2 mutations is increased phosphorylation (activation) to variable degrees; however, with the exception of the common (germline) R849W and (somatic) L914F, cellular and molecular alterations caused by other mutant forms of TIE2 have not been previously investigated in ECs.

In this study, we compared 22 TIE2 mutations in a comprehensive manner in HUVECs, using biochemical and cell biological assays, VM mouse model and tissue biopsies resected from VM patients. We observed alterations that were common to disease-causative mutations, but also divergent cellular and molecular effects that fall into certain categories in hierarchical clustering analysis (Supplementary Material, Fig. S7): Y897-containing double-mutations, T1105N-containing double-mutations and Y897-single mutations. Inherited R849W clusters with the Y897 single mutations (and relatively close to TIE2-WT), supporting its status as a ‘predisposing’ (rather than causative) mutation that requires an additional (somatic) change to cause disease. This is further strengthened by the VM mouse model, in which both Y897F and R849W showed low VM-formation capacity.

Ang1-ligand-stimulated TIE2 is compartmentalized and activated in specific subcellular domains where it induces location-dependent downstream signaling (13–15). TIE2 trafficking (the subcellular site of activation and/or ligand-induced receptor clustering and translocation) was found to be frequently abnormal (in 95% of mutations studied). Detailed analysis indicated that TIE2 mutations reduce plasma membrane located TIE2 via various mechanisms: in the case of Y897F-R915L, we found accelerated turnover rate and increased shedding of TIE2 extracellular domain. This increases the amount of soluble (shed) TIE2, which may exert an additional inhibitory effect by competing for ligand with membrane-bound TIE2 receptor. The common L914F mutation instead causes intracellular accumulation possibly due to incomplete glycosylation and increased clustering. Interestingly, this occurred independently of mutant-induced increases in TIE2 P–Tyr level. Thus, mutations in TIE2, via different mechanisms, may reduce TIE2 function as a cell membrane receptor for angiopoietins. This would suggest that, in addition to chronically increased, aberrant signaling, mechanisms that silence extracellular ligand-controlled TIE2 functions might potentiate VM development. Indeed, the first demonstration of a somatic second-hit in VMs was in a lesion from a patient carrying the R849W germline mutation and consisted of a deletion in trans (i.e. in the WT allele) that caused localized loss of WT TIE2 function (4).

At confluence, normal ECs form an epithelial-like monolayer with typical cobblestone morphology. This was lost, to varying degrees, by expression of TIE2-VM mutations in culture, thus representing a common defect. In addition, a characteristic feature of endothelium in the patient and VM mouse-derived lesions was loss of normal EC morphology. We found that this feature was dependent on mutant TIE2 kinase activity and occurred via Erk1/2 dependent loss of FN. FN interacts with and functions as a scaffold for proper assembly of many ECM and BM components (40). It also binds endothelial α5β1 integrin and potentiates TIE2 signaling induced by Ang1-1igand (41). In gene-targeted mouse embryos, lack...
of FN results in defective morphogenesis including dilated and malformed vessels and loss of endothelial–mesenchymal contact (42). This suggests that a decrease in FN, due to uncontrolled TIE2 activation, may have a role in formation of VM lesions.

In addition to FN depletion, we observed other aberrant ECM features such as a poorly organized fibrillar collagen matrix and altered BM layering in affected mouse and patient tissues. This may be linked to induction of the plasmin proteolytic system (upregulation of uPA and tPA, downregulation of PAI-1 mRNA) by TIE2 mutants. In addition to fibrolysis, plasmin can directly degrade many ECM proteins including FN and BM laminin and can induce activation of various pro-matrix metalloproteinases that degrade ECM components (43–47). In addition, mRNA expression profiling revealed that L1914F strongly increases the expression of ADAMTS peptidases that are also involved in perivascular ECM modeling (6). The increase in ECM protease activity and aberrant ECM in VM lesions may destabilize the vascular wall, decreasing mechanical support and thereby contributing to the development of abnormally expanded venous channels. Indeed, the formation of abnormally expanded spheroids by mutant HUVECs is similar to that previously reported for increased fibrolytic activity in ECs (48,49) and is prevented by treatment with the plasmin/serine protease inhibitor aprotinin. Importantly, mutant TIE2-induced activation of the plasminogen/plasmin protease system also most likely plays a role in coagulopathy in the form of high serum dimer (a fibrin degradation product), commonly observed in VM patients (9–12).

Akt activation is linked to increased survival of ECs and mutant TIE2-induced P-Akt decreased EC secretion of SMC attractant, PDGFB, via the transcription factor FOXO1 (6). In a very recent study rapamycin (a mTOR protein kinase inhibitor) reduced TIE2 mutation-induced P-Akt in cultured ECs and VM lesion size in immune-deficient nu/nu mice and also improved symptoms in six severely affected VM patients (50). Interestingly, rapamycin can increase PAI-1 and decrease tPA expression (51) and in clinical pilot study (50) rapamycin treatment reduced d-dimer levels in three out of five patients. However, in clinical use long-term rapamycin treatment may cause significant side-effects, it has potent immunosuppressant actions and rapamycin reduced volumes of existing VM lesion only slightly. In addition, commercially available TIE2 tyrosine kinase inhibitor showed no effect on VM growth in mice (50), thus making the identification of TIE2 VM-specific molecular and cellular pathways necessary for the development of better treatments.

Taken together, our data suggest that formation of VMs by TIE2 mutations relies on several molecular mechanisms that occur in tandem: (additive/synergistic effects of single mutations) on Akt activation, which reduces the major EC-secreted SMC-attractant PDGFB (6); loss of plasma membrane TIE2, which results in lower responsiveness to angiopterin ligand-mediated regulation; and Erk1/2 activation, which negatively impacts EC morphology and ECM FN and dysregulates the plasminogen/plasmin coagulation cascade. The VM-characteristic phenotypes these pathways mediate in patients are recapitulated in a spheroid-transplantation mouse model. It therefore represents a faithful yet flexible animal model in which to test therapies against the gamut of VM mutations.

Materials and Methods

Institutional and licensing committee approving the mice experiments

Experiments involving mice were performed under permissions from the National Animal Experiment Board of Finland following the regulations of the EU Directive 86/609/EEC, the European Convention ETS123 and national legislation.

Human subjects

The investigation conformed to the principles set out in the WMA Declaration of Helsinki and the Department of Health and Human Services Belmont Report. VM tissue samples were removed by surgery, and the protocol was approved by the ethical committee of the Medical Faculty of the Université Catholique de Louvain, Brussels, Belgium. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

Reagents and cell culture

HUVECs were cultured in Endothelial Cell Basal Medium (ECBM, Cell Applications Inc.) supplemented with 10% FBS and growth supplements provided by the manufacturer. 293-GPG-VSV-G packaging cells (52) were transfected for retrovirus production with F gene HD Transfection Reagent (Promega). TIE2 CDNA constructs containing different mutations were cloned into pMXs and pMXs-ires-GFP vectors (53). FN shRNA construct (TRCN0000064831) was obtained from RNAi consortium shRNA library (http://www.broadinstitute.org/maivtrc). For some experiments, cells were stimulated with recombinant Ang1 (R&D Systems) or inhibited with PI3 Kinase inhibitor (LY294002; Cell Signaling) or MEK1 inhibitor (PD98059; Cell Signaling).

Cell and ECM lysis, immunoprecipitation, western blotting

Cells were changed into 2% FBS media and incubated overnight. The next day cells were lysed in cell lysis buffer (9.1 mM Na2HPO4, 1.7 mM NaH2PO4, 1% NP-40, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA) containing protease and phosphatase inhibitors (P8340 and P5726, Sigma-Aldrich). To extract ECM proteins, without prior serum starvation cells were removed by washing plates first once with 0.05% Triton-X100 and 50 mM NH4OH in PBS, then once with 50 mM NH4OH and three times with PBS after which ECM proteins were extracted using cell lysis buffer including 6.5 m urea. For immunoprecipitation of TIE2, whole cell lysates were incubated overnight in rotation at +4°C with agarose conjugated TIE2 antibody (sc-324 AC, Santa Cruz), then washed three times with RIPA buffer and boiled for 5 min with 1% 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich).

For western blotting proteins were separated with SDS-PAGE and transferred into nitrocellulose membrane. After blocking in 1% BSA or 5% milk powder in 0.05% Tween-PBS for 1 h, membranes were incubated with primary antibody dilution overnight at +4°C. Horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson Immunoresearch) with Lumi-light Western blotting substrate (Roche) were used to detect protein bands using LAS 3000 luminescent image analyzer (Fujifilm). For reprobing with different primary antibody, membranes were stripped with Restore Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Thermo Scientific) and blotted as detailed above. For each experiments, plasma membrane protein samples were generated using Cell Surface Protein Isolation Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Four confluent 100 mm dishes were used for each sample. Band densities were analyzed with Quantity One 1D gel analysis software (Bio-Rad) and normalized to actin (cell lysates) or total protein (ECM lysates, BCA Protein Assay Kit, Thermo Scientific).
TIE2 ELISA and protein synthesis inhibition

Amount of TIE2 in cell lysates and soluble TIE2 in conditioned cell culture media was measured using DuoSet ELISA Development kit for human TIE2 (R&D systems) according to manufacturer’s protocol. ECs were first changed to fresh ECM media and after 24 h cells were lysed and media samples collected for ELISA analysis. Cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to block protein synthesis in cells to study TIE2 turnover. After up to 24 h incubation in cycloheximide (20 µg/ml), cells were lysed and TIE2 measured with ELISA and results normalized to total protein concentration quantified using BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Quantitation of cell morphology

To quantitate number of cell extensions, 150 000 cells/6-well were seeded and cultured in standard conditions for 5 days to reach late confluence. Ten pictures per dish or well were captured using a phase-contrast microscope and frequency of cells with thin cell extensions overlapping neighboring cells was manually counted from digitized images as a positive indication. The average number of extensions in a plate (calculated from 10 randomly chosen pictures per plate) was used as a single observation. Minimum of three independent experiments were performed for every cell line. For certain experiments, cells were first cultured on 60 mm culture dishes until early confluence and then with recombinant Ang1 (500 ng/ml) or MEK1 inhibitor (10 µM) for up to 7 days with fresh media containing the inhibitor/ligand changed every second day. In the end wells were imaged and extensions quantified as described above.

Intracellular retention analysis

For glycosylation analysis, total cell lysates were treated with Endo-H (New England Biolabs) or PNGase F (New England Biolabs) according to manufacturer’s protocol before western blotting. For intracellular dimerization and clustering experiments, the Fc tail of IgG was cloned to the C-terminus of full-length TIE2-WT. HUVECs were transduced with retroviruses containing TIE2-WT_Fc or separately with TIE2-WT and Ang1. Location of TIE2 was analyzed using immunostaining and fluorescence confocal microscopy as explained in Supplementary Material, Supplemental Materials and Methods (immunofluorescence staining).

VM-lesion formation in mice

Mouse model was based on endothelial transplantation assay where ECs are grafted into SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice as spheroids [54]. HUVECs transduced with bicistronic pMXs-ires-GFP retrovirus [35] carrying WT or mutant TIE2-forms and selected for GFP using flow cytometer were suspended into 10% FBS and growth factor supplemented ECM containing 0.24% methylcellulose (wt/vol, Sigma-Aldrich), pipetted as drops to nonadherent petri dishes (Greiner) and incubated as described with sterile procedures. ECs were grafted into SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice at 8 weeks old. TIE2-WT and mutant TIE2 were analyzed. Mice were maintained in individually ventilated cages (IVC) as experimental groups of four mice and handled with sterile procedures.

Fibrin gel assay

EC spheroids were generated and collected as described in the previous section (VM-lesion formation in mice) with the difference that 500 cells/spheroid were used. Approximately 50 spheroids per tube were suspended in 400 µl of supplemented culture media containing 10% FBS, 3 mg/ml fibrinogen and 0.24% methylcellulose and pipetted to 24-well with 1 U thrombin in the bottom of the well. Gel was let to polymerize in 37°C for 1 h before 500 µl media were added on top. In serine protease inhibition assays both the gel and media were supplemented with 25 µg/ml antiprotease (Sigma-Aldrich). After 16 h cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and imaged for quantification using a phase-contrast microscope. Spheroid areas were quantified using ImageJ by manually drawing borders of the spheroids’ core. At least five spheroids per experiment were measured and average used as single observation in final analysis. Cell sprouts extending out from spheroid were not included in the area measurement.

Histological analysis and immunohistochemistry

Tissue samples from VMs formed in SCID mice were fixed with 10% formalin and embedded into paraffin. Then, 5 µm sections were cut and stained with hematoxylin–eosin. For immunohistochemistry, 3.5 µm were cut, de-paraffinized in xylene and rehydrated with graded alcohols. Antigen retrieval was performed with Tris–EDTA buffer (pH 9.0) in a microwave oven at 800 W for 2 min and at 150 W for 15 min after which slides were incubated with primary antibody (CD31, p53 or Ki67 from BD Pharmingen, Dako and Novocastra, respectively). Bound antibodies were detected using the EnVision system (Dako). To quantify maximal vessel area, two largest veins/sample sections were imaged and area measured using ImageJ. For apoptosis and proliferation measurement, veins from p53 and Ki67 stained sections were imaged, positive nuclei counted and vessel wall lengths measured using ImageJ.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed with OriginPro 9.1 using unpaired or paired two-tailed Student’s t-test, one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test or Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric ANOVA followed by Mann–Whitney U-test with Bonferroni correction for pairwise comparisons. Hierarchical clustering was performed in IBM SPSS Statistics 20 using the between-groups linkage method with Pearson correlation to calculate the distances.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material is available at HMG online.
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